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H

istorical images infuse the public landscape of the city of
Williams Lake in the Central Interior of British Columbia.
Downtown streets are named after early settlers and politicians who were prominent in local and provincial life in the 1920s.
Images of cattle, cowboys, and the Cariboo gold rush adorn the walls
of the city hall's council chambers, the public library, and downtown
businesses. Tourism brochures promote the Cariboo-Chilcotin as the
last vestige of the Canadian Wild West, a frontier still rich in historical traditions where the wilderness remains "untamed" and
"untouched." History — non-Native history — is highlighted in the
summer newspaper supplements featuring the region's pioneer
families and even on restaurant placemats that pay tribute to the
"settlers who came to Canada's West [and] made this magnificent
land their own." While most residents of Williams Lake may profess
a lack of interest in history, their everyday world is permeated by the
values and identities of a selective historical tradition that celebrates
European expansion, settlement, and industry.
Similar constructions of history can be found in virtually any small
city and town across Canada. Histories commemorating the arrival
of early non-Native explorers, settlers, missionaries, and industries
in the remote regions of Canada constitute the master narratives of
Canadian nationalism. These narratives comprise what the Marxist
literary critic Raymond Williams calls a society's "selective tradition,"
a partial vision of history that provides the official story of that
society's past — a story that is produced and communicated in the
most significant of public domains, ranging from public schools and
national museums to ceremonies of the state, and a story that plays a
vital role in rationalizing past and present social institutions and
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structures of political authority (Williams 1977). Historians Eric
Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (1983) have shown how these selective
historical traditions have been creatively "invented" by colonial governments to promote nationalism and to legitimize the process of
colonization and the subjugation of Indigenous peoples. T h e real
power of a selective tradition, however, exists in its eventual colonization of popular consciousness: when it becomes transformed
into a set of unquestioned, taken-for-granted historical "truths" that
define conventional historical understandings among members of a
society. In Canada, these frontier histories are not only produced by
agents of the state, but they also saturate the everyday world of nonNative Canadians who encounter (and reproduce) these narratives
in the arts and entertainment industries, in the media, in local museums,
in small-town festivals, and in the popular literature of pioneer life.
In short, the ubiquity of frontier histories reflects how certain colonial
traditions of imagining history and constructing knowledge have
come to dominate "common-sense" understandings of Canada's past.
In this article I explore the contours of one of the most pervasive
and influential selective historical traditions evident in British
Columbia today: the myth of the frontier. 1 Drawing on Richard
Slotkin's study of the frontier myth in American history, culture, and
politics (Slotkin 1973,1986,1992), I show that a distinctly Canadian
variant thrives in one rural B C city and provides the dominant
framework for the construction of popular history in public settings. 2
W h i l e my focus is on the city of Williams Lake, this city is in no
way unique in having frontier narratives highlighted in public settings.
Nor is the frontier myth found only in rural regions of the province.
Similar frontier narratives are also clearly evident in popular histories,
monuments, and ceremonies in urban British Columbia. I use the
term "rural" not in a strictly demographic sense, but out of a need for
a convenient reference to those cities and towns lying beyond the
Victoria, Vancouver, and Lower Mainland regions. 3 I refer to the
1

2

3

This article is a revised version of a chapter from my PhD dissertation (Furniss 1997), in
which I trace more broadly how the idea of the frontier shapes Euro-Canadian historical
consciousness, identity, and Native/non-Native relations in the Cariboo region.
By "public history" I mean the representation of history in public places: museums, galleries,
festivals, parks, public schools, and so on. I use "public history" much as Karp and Lavine
(1991), Karp, Kreamer, and Lavine (1992), and others have used the term "public culture." I
define "popular history" more generally as histories produced in non-academic settings for
non-academic audiences.
Census Canada identifies a rural area as one having a population concentration of less than
1,000 residents and a population density of less than 400 inhabitants/sq. km. (Statistics Canada
1992, 2). Williams Lake, with a population of over 10,000, is considered an urban region.
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landscape of public history as a "rural" landscape because of the preponderance of histories dealing with the intimacies of locality and
of individual relationships with place. These intimate relationships
— evident especially in pioneer and settler autobiographies — are
less evident in urban histories.4 While the frontier histories produced
in these rural settings are shaped by the particularities of local historical, social, and economic contexts, they are variations on a form
of historical consciousness and representation that can be found elsewhere in British Columbia and Canada. Indeed, as Richard Slotkin
shows, they are variations of a long-standing genre of imagining the
past that has existed in the United States for centuries.
Slotkin (1992) identifies the frontier myth as one of the major
"cultural myths" of American society.5 Cultural myths, he argues, are
dramatizations of historical experience that, through their repeated
use, eventually become condensed and standardized into a core set
of narrative structures, symbols, metaphors, and relationships.
Cultural myths communicate historical truth not so much through
explicit, argumentative forms of presentation as through narratives
rich in symbolism and metaphor (p. 5) in which meaning is grasped
instantly and intuitively. Because these metaphors, narratives, and
symbols are embedded in our common-sense understandings and in
our language, the meanings they communicate are both extremely
pervasive and extremely difficult to challenge as historically specific
constructs rather than as natural models of the world.
The myth of the frontier is one of the most important cultural
myths providing a conceptual framework for understanding the past
in both Canada and the United States. Slotkin traces the development
4

5

Local politicians, civic leaders, and community newspaper editors in these areas frequently
use the terms "rural" and "small town" to promote a set of identities, values, and lifestyles
that distinguish them from urban residents. These terms are increasingly the currency of
political discourse among those opposing the imposition of "urban" government policies
on forest industry regulation, environmental protection, and Aboriginal treaties. For
example, at the November 1996 Select Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs public
hearing in Williams Lake, one prominent regional politician publicly stated he was
advocating "rural common-sense" in his opposition to the provincial government's
Aboriginal treaty policy.
I am not using the term "myth" in the structuralist sense, as being comprised of objective,
binary archetypes that have an objective existence in language independent of human will
or consciousness. Instead, as Slotkin writes: "Myth and ideology are created and recreated
in the midst of historical contingency, through deliberate acts of human memory, intention,
and labour ... Myth has a human/historical rather than a natural or transcendent source
and is continually modified by human experience and agency" (1992, 25). The frontier myth,
while it exerts a conservative cultural force, is nevertheless subject to continual reworking
through history and — in theory, at least — is capable of being transcended through critical
self-reflection.
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of the frontier myth in the United States over a period of three
centuries, finding expression in a variety of genres ranging from early
settlers' narratives to nineteenth-century dime novels and Wild West
shows to contemporary Hollywood movies. The frontier myth
contains several standard themes. North America is presented as an
empty, unoccupied wilderness where land is free for the taking and
resources are abundant. History is seen as a process of the continual
recession of the frontier as European settlement pushed westward.
The moral and symbolic landscape of the frontier is one of boundaries:
the encounter between civilization and wilderness, man and nature,
and Whites and Indians (although there are many metaphorical
variations). The frontier encounter is characterized by moral opposition, conflict, and struggle; these relationships are eventually
resolved through domination and conquest. Ultimately, settlers
reemerge from the frontier experience transformed and upholding
the values of self-reliance, democracy, competition, and freedom that
define American cultural identities and ideals to this day.
Elsewhere I have discussed the way in which the idea of the frontier
and its associated values, identities, and understandings of Aboriginal/
settler relations have been adapted and creatively reinterpreted in
the contemporary setting of one BC city (Furniss 1997). For now,
some generalizations can be made to characterize the frontier myth
as a distinct way of representing history. First, history is understood
as the heroic struggle between the forces of good and evil, where
conflict and violence are naturalized and seen as the very motor that
drives history. The frontier myth is drawn upon not only to provide
an explanation of history and of contemporary social and political
arrangements, but also to provide a metaphysical understanding of
the nature of history, individual agency, and humankind's ongoing
relationship to the social and natural world.
Second, the complex interplay of the diverse individuals and groups
encountering one another is condensed into a simple narrative
structure: a protagonist's encounter with opposing forces. The cultural
diversity of Aboriginal peoples is rarely presented; instead, Aboriginal
peoples are presented as a homogeneous group — Indian — that
provides a mirror opposite to, and facilitates the construction of, the
settler's own self-image. At times, Indians are represented as a hostile,
threatening people to be conquered and annihilated; at other times,
they are presented in more noble terms, as helpers of the colonial
project or as a childlike people to be patronized and protected. What
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is significant is the rigidity of the Indian/White dichotomy and the
rendering invisible of the multiple identities, the multiple interests,
and the ambiguities and incompleteness of domination and resistance
now highlighted in anthropological histories (e.g., Trigger 1985;
Hanks 1986; Comaroff and Comaroff 1991).
Third, the past is represented in terms of a series of what Fogelson
(1984,1989) has called "epitomizing events," dramatic incidents that
serve as convenient, easily grasped condensed symbols that represent
(and at the same time draw attention away from) the more complex
historical processes. Typically, the epitomizing events in frontier
histories are the heroic actions of individual explorers and settlers
who embody the ideals of individualism, courage, and self-sufficiency.
In contrast, the forces that enabled the expansion of settlement, such
as European economic and administrative expansion in the colony
and the suppression of Aboriginal resistance, go unmentioned.
Finally, expressions of the frontier myth communicate historical
"truths" not so much through explicit, discursive forms of expression
— t h r o u g h argument, t h r o u g h polemic debate — as t h r o u g h
narratives rich in symbolism and metaphor (Slotkin 1992, 5). As
Slotkin argues, "the logic of myth is the logic of metaphor and
narrative. It depends less upon analytical reason than on instant and
intuitive understanding and acceptance of the given meaning." Of
particular importance are what he calls "mythic icons," powerful
condensed symbols that are "capable of evoking a complex system of
historical associations by a single image or phrase" (p. 6). A simple
evocation of the symbol of the "pioneer," for example, evokes images
of settlers arriving in remote regions, establishing homesteads and
farms through their own hard labour, struggling against the forces of
nature and, at times, "hostile" Indians, and "opening up" the wilderness
for the advancement of civilization; in short, it evokes the master
narrative of Canadian nationalism.
To date, no ethnographic studies have assessed the impact of the
frontier myth in shaping ideas of Canadian national identity and
history. 6 In the following pages I explore the frontier myth as it
6

There is, of course, a large literature in Canadian history assessing the degree to which Frederick
Jackson Turner's influential frontier thesis of American history is relevant to understanding
the Canadian context (see Cross 1970). These discussions, however, are not ethnographic
applications. They look at how the specific features of the Canadian frontier environment
may have shaped Canadian history, but not at the way in which the idea of the frontier has
shaped Canadian historiography — how Canadian history has been understood and represented. Indeed, Michael Cross states that the frontier ideology has had less impact on
Canada than it has on the United States, and as evidence he finds "significance in the fact
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appears in those domains of public history that are among the most
authoritative and influential sites of historical knowledge and that
play an important role in socializing residents of Williams Lake into
particular understandings of the past. I examine three settings: public
school curriculum, popular historical literature available in local bookstores, and the city museum. From the vast array of events that occurred
in the Cariboo's past, and from the vast range of historical experiences
of different sectors of the population — men and women; European,
Chinese, and South Asian immigrants; area Shuswap, Carrier, and
Tsilhqot'in peoples; wealthy and working-class individuals — what
histories are told? W h a t aspects of history are absent, are collectively
forgotten? W h o controls the representation of history?
O n the one hand, the political, economic, and ideological forces
shaping the histories produced in each of these settings are quite
different. Each of these sites focuses on different levels of history:
national, regional, local, and personal. However, there is a remarkable
similarity in the histories that are produced. Euro-Canadians regularly
draw upon the frontier myth when they write about history, when
they reflect back on their lives, and when they discuss contentious
historical events and issues. By virtue of their ubiquity, these frontier
histories constitute the dominant historical discourse in the city — a
discourse that shapes how local residents understand the past, the
present, and their relationships with one another. T h e exercise of
power relies on knowledge, and these habitual modes of knowing
about the past, in both what they say and what they do not say, have
significant implications for the continued material and ideological
domination of Aboriginal peoples in the Cariboo-Chilcotin.
that Canada's western heroes have been not rugged individual gunmen like Wyatt Earp or
Jesse James, but rather a collective law-enforcement agency, the Mounties" (p. 3). As I
argue later, this difference certainly is significant — not of the absence of a frontier ideology
in Canada, but of a frontier ideology particularly adapted to the Canadian context.
Historians and other scholars today are applying the concerns of the new social history
to analyses of Canada's past, emphasizing the plurality of social and ethnic groups
interacting with one another in remote regions and the different ways in which factors of
gender, class, and ethnicity shape experiences (e.g., Van Kirk [1992]; Brown [1980]). In
this way scholars are transcending the limitations of earlier historical analyses, which
homogenize the experiences of Aboriginal peoples and settlers and reproduce the rigid
categories on which the frontier myth, and colonial discourses generally, are structured.
What remains generally lacking are ethnographic analyses of how the idea of the frontier
has shaped earlier scholarly and popular historical representations. To be clear on this, my
assumption is that the frontier is neither a place (Limerick 1987) nor a process of encounter
in a certain historical epoch (Turner [1893] 1963) but an idea that is imposed on particular
places and processes to provide a framework for understanding. It is this process of imposing
the idea of the frontier to order history and contemporary social relations in which I am
interested.
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T h e frontier myth, though, should not be considered a form of
ideology, as "false consciousness." Instead, it exists as a very flexible
set of metaphors, images, symbols, and narratives through which a
variety of historical perspectives and experiences can be voiced.
Frontier narratives may be put forth both to affirm and to criticize
existing structures of power and past practices of colonial expansion.
Counter-hegemonic formulations, for example, may romanticize the
noble savage, either expressing regret over the destruction and disappearance of Aboriginal peoples and cultures or celebrating their
resistance and survival and downplaying colonialism's impact. T h e
standard narrative structure, the binary encounter of opposites on
the frontier, and the outcome of absolute conquest (or absolute
resistance) remain the same; the moral weighting of these agents
and outcomes, however, is reversed. It is precisely this flexibility —
the ability to serve a variety of purposes and interests, both hegemonic
and counter-hegemonic — that has enabled the frontier myth to
survive as a dominant historical mode into the present.
As I show here, it is more appropriate to speak of frontier histories
in the plural. In Williams Lake there is an array of frontier histories:
national histories; local histories; histories written by men and by
women, by professional writers and first-time, self-published authors,
by urban residents, and by Chilcotin pioneers. Many of these are
variations on the frontier myth, each, in different ways, celebrating
the "discovery" of the "empty" land, the arrival of settlers, and the
establishment of colonial society.
Buried within the bulk of public history are a few alternate histories.
Some of the counter-hegemonic histories produced by First Nations
and Euro-Canadian writers are also put forth within the symbolic
language and themes of the frontier myth. They seek to challenge the
legitimacy of colonization by retaining the narrative structure of history
as contact, conflict, and conquest, but they provide a critique of colonialism by inverting the moral weighting of the historical agents and
the outcomes of their actions. Others attempt to step outside of the
narrative and symbolic framework of the frontier myth, challenging
the notions of discovery and conquest and the binary narrative structure of the frontier experience, and attempting to highlight the coexistence of multiple histories and experiences. Finally, there are the life
histories and oral traditions of First Nations peoples — exceedingly
scarce in the public domain — in which the past is conveyed through
narratives emerging from Aboriginal traditions and ways of knowing.
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M y intent here, however, is not to trace instances of conflict over
public history but, rather, to survey t h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t and
authoritative domains of that history in order to sketch the dominant
themes and variations of frontier histories as they appear in the
context of a small city in rural Canada in the 1990s. I present a quick
inventory of the histories encountered in these settings and comment
on t h e p o t e n t i a l i m p l i c a t i o n s of such selective accounts for
naturalizing relations of power and inequality between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal Canadians.
HIGH-SCHOOL HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Public school curriculum in British Columbia is controlled by the
provincial government. As institutions of the state, public schools
play a powerful role in the socialization of young people into the
dominant beliefs, values, and identities of Canadian society and in
the inculcation of selective understandings of history that promote
Canadian nationalism. At the same time, public schools are also sites
of resistance and struggle over the structure of the educational system,
teaching methods, and the content of curriculum. In the last two
decades an important focus of debate has been the teaching of
Canadian history.
Standard textbooks have long portrayed Canadian history through
the actions of the two "founding" nations, the British and the French
(Trigger 1985; Walker 1971). Their account of Canada's past has
highlighted the heroic actions of W h i t e , male elites while ignoring
the different historical experiences of other groups — women, the
working-class, other immigrant minorities — and the roles played
by capitalist expansion, class conflicts, and Aboriginal/state struggles.
In general, history textbooks have celebrated the processes of
European expansion while rendering Aboriginal peoples either
invisible or grossly caricatured in either romantic or negative,
demeaning stereotypes (Walker 1971).
W i t h the adoption of the federal government's official policy of
multiculturalism in the 1970s, the rise in public interest in Aboriginal
issues, and the growing political strength of First Nations, politicians
and educators have acknowledged the need to revise public school
curricula to reflect the diversity of perspectives and values of different
cultural groups in Canada (Barman, Hébert, and McCaskill 1987;
Mazurek 1987; Battiste and Barman 1995). T h e two Canadian history
textbooks now assigned as standard curriculum to all BC schools
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were written in this context; the Grade 9 textbook was written in
1979, the Grade 10 textbook in 1987. These textbooks are official,
state-sanctioned accounts of Canadian history that have been designed
specifically to shape how Canadian children understand the history
of the nation, the process of colonization, and the relationship between
non-Aboriginal society and Aboriginal peoples. In the following
pages I examine these texts and ask: How is the past remembered?
How are Aboriginal peoples portrayed? How is Canadian national
identity constructed? By paying particular attention to the narrative
structures and metaphors, we can ask: to what extent do the authors
draw upon the frontier myth to structure their accounts?
A common criticism of Canadian historiography concerns the lack
of attention to Natives' roles in shaping Canadian history. Bruce
Trigger (1985,4) suggests that "Canadian historical studies as a whole
have suffered from the chronic failure of historians and anthropologists to regard native peoples as an integral part of Canadian
society." This marginalization of Native peoples in Canadian history
has been practised and reinforced not only by early writers of British
and French Canadian historical literature, but also by the developing
academic disciplines of archaeology and anthropology in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Trigger 1986). Images of
Aboriginal peoples have shifted according to changes in the climate
of Aboriginal/settler relations and the dominant intellectual
approaches to understanding the diversity of human populations and
societies. But several themes have continued to appear.
Native cultures are often presented as static, as lacking history prior
to European contact. Colonial and Native societies continue to be
treated as separate spheres, and the role of Native peoples in facilitating, shaping, and/or hindering the course of colonial expansion
has been ignored. When incorporated into Canadian histories, Native
peoples are shown to respond passively to forces of change, to be
secondary and largely irrelevant to the course of history, and to have
lost their culture following European expansion.
In various ways such portrayals have affirmed the colonial assumption of Natives' inherent inferiority and legitimated European
expansion and domination. Yet the hegemonic potential of these
histories is a product not just of the way Natives are portrayed, but
also of the more general type of colonial history in which these images
are embedded. The narrative structures, the metaphors, and the
symbolic imagery of these histories are firmly rooted in the frontier
myth. Further, these national histories are framed by a series of
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epitomizing events captured through the heroic deeds of courageous
men. History is told through the individual experiences of explorers
like Champlain and Cartier, who "discovered" Canada; of missionaries
like Brébeuf and Lalemant, who were martyred in their struggle to
bring Christianity to Aboriginal peoples; and in the accomplishments
of colonial officials, such as James Douglas and M a t t h e w Bailie
Begbie in British Columbia, who brought "civilized" society, law, and
order to the wilderness. These individuals are portrayed as heroes, as
symbols of national pride and identity, as the founding ancestors of
the contemporary nation.
These themes are central in the two secondary school textbooks
now assigned to BC classrooms. These texts are explicitly nationalistic
and celebrate European colonization. This fact is evident in the titles
alone: Exploration Canada (Collins and Sheffe 1979) and Our Land:
Building the West (Bowers and Garrod 1987). T h e first is a Grade 9
text that covers the period from first human arrival in the New World
to 1812; the second is a Grade 10 text that begins with the British
conquest of New France and ends with comprehensive chapters on
the contemporary industrial economies of Canada and of the province
of British Columbia.
Both textbooks use value-laden adjectives to describe European
colonization as a heroic triumph over adversity. In the first, the Arctic
environment is described as "hostile." Missionaries eagerly accepted
the "dangerous, difficult, and uncomfortable life of the wilderness"
(Collins and Sheffe 1979, 95). Settlers are recognized for their
"courage" in leaving their homelands (p. 245). T h e Ohio Valley was
an area that had "scarcely been touched," where Indians "had lived
quietly in its forests and its streams" (p. 134).
T h e second textbook describes the "triumph" of the Hudson's Bay
Company. In British Columbia, colonial governor James Douglas is
described as "a stout, powerful, active man of good conduct and
respectable abilities" (Bowers and Garrod 1987,161). T h e building of
the Cariboo Wagon Road through the Fraser Canyon was the Royal
Engineers' "greatest accomplishment" (p. 171). All of these images
directly evoke the frontier myth, where nature is feared and endured;
where (White) man encounters and eventually conquers the wilderness;
where the territory is unoccupied, "untouched," and thus free for the
taking; where Indians live a "quiet" life as noble savages (Collins and
Sheffe 1979,134).
Aboriginal peoples remain a marginal presence in both books,
although in the Grade 9 textbook there is some attempt to recognize

